Cultivating Community
Celebrating Spring Renewal

The Year of the Green Wood Ram symbolizes camaraderie and growth – come celebrate community vitality aboard the 1886 sailing ship Balclutha, and enjoy a rich panoply of stories amidst the incomparable ambience of this National Historic Landmark vessel.

- LISTEN to stories from diverse cultural perspectives on the early Chinese communities, including from Jack London, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Italian-American fishermen in San Francisco, and hear CW stories about SF Bay’s fascinating maritime history.
- ENJOY National Poetry Slam finalist, Jason Bayani’s riveting performance of poetry he’s creating especially for this event!
- GET INSPIRED by new year stories and stories of renewal in our premiere Community StoryShare
- JOIN IN the StoryShare* with your story on the theme of cultivating beginnings and community renewal with a chance to win the Audience Choice Award!
- CONNECT WITH COMMUNITY in audience discussion about the day’s stories!
- EXPLORE the amazing Balclutha and fabulous historical exhibitions on board.

*StoryShare open to all, pre-registration required – for info email stories@chinese-whispers.org with ‘STORYSHARE” in the subject line.
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